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Teaching Guide - CyberPiProjects 
IRC Pi 

Teacher Overview 

IRC establishes itself in a server/client configuration that requires a dedicated machine 
(or a Raspberry Pi) to act as the IRC server and allow connections from clients that 
can communicate with each other. IRC was created by Jarkko WiZ Oikarinen in the 
University of Oulu in Finland. Initially this was created as an evolution of the forum-
based communication that was the basis of internet connections previously. IRC 
allowed for instantaneous chat between individuals on the same IRC server. From this 
point multiple IRC networks were created and spread across the globe, this was the 
start of a lot of underground file sharing platforms and IRC channels that exploded in 
popularity. Games had IRC channels dedicated to groups that would share information 
and energy about the game, QuakeNet is still one of the largest IRC networks with 
approx. 72000 users and 42000 channels. Within IRC it is possible to establish 
different types of users on the server, the standard user can only create a channel, 
nicknames, and type. But the Operator has similar privileges to Admin on the IRC 
server. Operators can create channels, ban users, remove text and work the same 
way as a system admin would on any other server.   
 
The issue with IRC was that it didn’t have embedded security for a long time which 
made it vulnerable cyber-attacks. IRC servers are very susceptible to DoS and DDoS 
attacks because everyone is using very similar network protocols, so overloading the 
server with specific traffic that IRC servers rely on for communication would shut it 
down to legitimate users. There were issues in the early days of IRC where individuals 
using the same nickname would have traffic intended for other users of the same 
nickname redirected to them. This was rectified quickly by preventing the same 
nickname being replicated on the same channel, but other traffic hijacking attacks had 
also been developed. In early IRC there was also no encryption, so anyone set up as 
a man-in-the-middle would see the plaintext traffic being sent through the network, 
including the IRC channel passwords. This allowed illegitimate users access to the 
IRC server and content on it. Another major issue was IRC had to be set up as a 
standalone application and services like Facebook included instant chat services 
within their ecosystem and made it easier for more people to access it. There are other 
issues with IRC including the general support for these systems in the recent years as 
more systems become increasingly secure and move to specific platforms. 
 

Suggested Year Group  

The suggested age group is 15+, this project requires careful configuration and 
understanding of the networking protocols that younger students might not have 
previous exposure to.  

Learning Outcomes 

• Instruct the students how Internet Relay Chat (IRC) protocol works  
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• Illustrate how different protocols allow different types of network
communication
• Show the students how to configure the Raspberry Pi to be an IRC server and
how to connect to it.

Equipment Specification 

Component Number 
(Peli Case) 

Component Number 
(Box Case) 

Component 

(Base) 4 + 5 Slot 1 Raspberry Pi + Case 
(Base) 5 Slot 11 Raspbian SD Card 
(Level 1) 3 Slot 11 HDMI 
(Level 1) 3 Slot 11 Wireless Keyboard 
(Level 1) 5 Slot 11 Wireless Mouse 
(Base) 9 Slot 2 TFT Screen 
(Level 1) 1 Slot 13 Power Supply 

Disclaimer 

Any actions and or activities related to the material contained within this project and 
website are solely your responsibility. The misuse of this project can result in criminal 
charges brought against the persons in question. Cyber Security Associates Limited, 
will not be held responsible for any criminal charges brought against any individuals 
misusing the information on the website and in these projects to break the law. 
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Lesson Plan IRC Pi 

Preparation 

It is suggested that students work either independently or in pair on this project, they 

will need access to a monitor, the full CyberPiProjects Drop Crate and a workspace 

to complete this project. Suggested time is an hour. 

Learning Objectives 

1. Understand how IRC protocols works; 

2. Configure the Raspberry Pi to be an IRC server; 

3. Understand how DoS attacks work against IRC servers and how disruptive they 

can be. 

Key Vocabulary  

Raspberry Pi, Network, Internet Relay Chat, Protocol, Server, Client, Admin, 

Command Line Interface, Configure, Chat 

Structure 

Explain to the students that in this lesson they will develop the skill required to 

configure an IRC server and understand its underlying principles 

Starter (suggested time 5 minutes) 

As a starter discuss with the students what IRC protocol is. 

(Possible key questions to ask and address) 

1. What is IRC? 

2. What is a server? 

3. Why do we use instant chat services like FB Messenger, WhatsApp, etc? 

Highlight to the students that the skills learnt today can be applied for projects at 

home and at school. There are many applications of IRC and although the IRC 

protocol isn’t as popular today as it used to be the principles of this protocol are 

apparent in other applications. Highlight how the lack of security in the early days of 

IRC could have been an influence in why it isn’t as popular today.  

Project Overview (suggested time 10 minutes) 

Introduce this project with an explanation of how IRC works, that the IRC server is 

required, and chat users need to connect to it. Explain that there is a standard user 

on IRC and admin users that can control the standard users and content that is 

allowed on the IRC channel. Invite able students to create admin accounts if they 

feel comfortable for their IRC servers.  
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Set up and Code Project (suggested time 40 minutes) 
 

Using the support notes online and the video as guidance students need to work 
independently or in pairs to set up a IRC server. Teacher to support learning and 
offer discussion points with students. 

Assembly and Setup  

1. All the hardware the students need is contained within the Peli or Box case 

and should laid out on the work station to be ready to be used. You can use 

the component list of the project and cross reference it with the kit list to figure 

out where the required hardware is located. It is all labelled and numbered, 

and there is one for each case;  

2. Make sure the students have inserted the Raspbian SD card into 

the Raspberry Pi, and the SD cards have been put in the correct way up and 

have been inserted all the way in;  

3. Check that the students have all inserted the keyboard and mouse USB 

dongle into the Raspberry Pi properly or have correctly inserted an external 

USB keyboard and mouse; If there are problems with the wireless keyboard 

and mouse check the batteries, they might need changing or have been put 

in wrong way round;  

4. When the students are connecting the TFT screen to the Raspberry Pi GPIO 

pins they need to do it carefully, so none of the pins get bent, making sure 

the HDMI ports are aligned on the side. If there are problems with this check 

the pins are all straight and the students are inserting them in the correct way. 

If the pins are bent straighten them back up, you can use something small to 

carefully straighten the pins. Make sure the HMDI is fully inserted into 

the TFT screen and the Raspberry Pi. The HDMI port is located at the bottom 

of the Raspberry Pi. If the students are using a monitor then connect it to that 

instead, you will then not need the TFT screen;  

5. Powering on the Raspberry Pi needs to be done last. Make sure the students 

have plugged the power supply into the walls power outlet and have turned 

on the switch. Then they need to connect the mini USB cable to the power 

socket on the Raspberry Pi, which is located on the bottom left of 

the Raspberry Pi. When this is all done a red light should appear and a 

green / amber light flashing as the Raspberry Pi starts booting up. If this 

doesn’t appear take out the power supply and make sure all the wires and 

everything else is in the correct place and is fully inserted. Then retry it by 

inserting the power supply into the Raspberry Pi again;  

6. Make sure the students let the Raspberry Pi boot up fully and they don’t touch 

anything. You don’t need to worry about logging in it will automatically do that 
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for you with the username: pi and password: raspberry. They are the default 

login details and need to be kept the same and not be changed.  

Code Support 

7. When the students click on the terminal tab, they only need to press it once 

and let it load, otherwise if you spam click it, it will load up multiple windows. 

The tab is located at the top left of the screen;  

8. ircd-hybrid is a lightweight IRC server application that is appropriate for a 

Raspberry Pi, there are more heavy-duty IRC servers that can be installed 

and run from better equipped PC’s; 

9. We want to change the passwords that are used to connect to the IRC server, 

the mkpasswd tool creates a hash of the password the student has entered, 

a hash is a one way mathematical function that should create a completely 

unique result for each student and their passwords; 

10. We need to change the configuration of the ircd.conf file to make sure we 

can access the IRC server; 

11. Make sure the students choose unique names for their IRC servers; 

12. Make sure the students choose unique descriptions for their IRC servers; 

13. Make sure the students choose unique network names; 

14. Change the default max clients as the Raspberry Pi will not be able to support 

512 clients; 

15. Instead of restarting the entire Raspberry Pi, we can restart the specific 

service that is required, this saves some time and allows instant access to 

their IRC servers; 

16. Show the students how to connect to their friends IRC servers and start to 

communicate over their channels, challenge some of the more able students 

to create an operator account and act as admin for their channels. 

Plenary (suggested time 5 minutes) 

Conclude with a few questions for the students to understand the applications of 

this project.  

(Possible questions include) 

1. Why isn’t IRC as popular anymore? 

2. How could this project be made more secure and potentially anonymous? 

3. Are there real-world applications of this project that could be provided? 

Conclude the project using the material highlighted within the conclusion section 

online to summarise its importance. 
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Additional Notes  

If an IRC server was set to host over the TOR network, it could provide an 

anonymous platform for individuals to communicate over. There are a range of other 

applications IRC has, which can be added to different project, for example a chat 

server could be added to a website. The major limitation of running an IRC server 

on a Raspberry Pi is the processing limitations of the Raspberry Pi. This prevents 

more than 128 users connecting on a single server, more processing power is 

needed if more clients are required to connect.  

Conclusion 

IRC is still a popular method of communication for many around the globe. There 

are many thriving online communities that still actively use IRC servers and are 

trying to develop more secure versions of IRC for future use. Invite the students to 

research IRC applications and how different protocols allow for instant chat in 

different services like Facebook, Steam, online websites etc and investigate the 

protocols they use to make this work.  

Get the students to explore the ability of operator users on an IRC server and how 

to manage a simple server, this is the foundation of how more complicated servers 

work and understanding this will give valuable insight. Get the students to research 

how DoS and DDoS attacks can be mitigated and how they are created. The Low 

Orbit Ion Cannon is an interesting tool and case study to consider.  
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